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Memories Demise Chapter 3b
Alpha Script

Location: Drakon (During Demon Attack)


Terra runs into the town and is greeted by the sight of the demons. And the slaughter of several soldiers.

The town is in flames.

The soldiers and the Captain are doing everything in their power to stop them.
The sound of Gunfire can be heard all around.

Soldier: Sir! A civilian has wandered into town!

The soldier points to Terra

Captain: Hey! What do you think you are doing! You could get killed out here!

Terra: I knew it! You guys are losing aren’t you?!

Terra starts to fight off some of the demons...

Captain: We are just stalling them until the emergency forces arrive. They can handle these guys better than we can.(Swings at a demon) The important thing is that the residents of this town are safe! Please get back to safety!

Terra: Like I am going to leave this town to get destroyed! I was told to protect this town at all costs before they left!

Terra hits 2 demons out of the 20 remaining by catching them off guard. They don’t die however.

Captain: They....? Does she mean....? Fine! But you better be able to hold your own, and know we are not responsible for any injuries or death by this point.

Captain hits a demon.

Terra and the captain fight the demons off, until one comes up to them.


Demon(1 Fire): (speaking the language of the fiends) Insolent Humans! You are no match for us!

The demons knock the Knights captain away and Surround Terra, several of the other knights are injured or dead.

The Knights captain now too injured to get up, passes out from a concussion when he hit the ground. The 3 knights left standing try to help Terra but get blown away in seconds. Terra Fights the Demons off for a while, and gets thrown into a building that’s near by.

Terra managed to reduce the numbers of the demons down by 5. There are now 15 demons left.

One of the demons approaches Terra

Demon(2 Fire): (Fiend language *It’s still in the works. Just have to fix a few things*) Ready yourselves! We kill this one on my command! Attack her from all angles before she can counter! She is a tricky one and the only one left.

The Demon coats his hand in flames and the others behind it ready their respective elements. 3 using ice, 2 using lightning, 5 using darkness, 1 Earth, 1 Wind, 1 Light, and 1 Nature

Demon(2) : (Fiends Language) NOW YOU WILL DI---

The demon is silenced as a figure rushes in front of it.
The demon then falls in half in its place and dies.

Three more then fall to this figures blade.

The sound of 2 gunshots is heard as 2 more demons fall. There are now 9 demons left.

Terra looks up at the figure that just saved her.

She stares for a moment in disbelief...

Terra: Cerberus?!

Cerberus: Been a while Terra. I see you are still as stubborn as ever. When I told you to defend the town I didn’t mean throw your life away trying to face a group of Demons alone.

Terra: And what? You’re gonna try to fight them alone now?

Cerberus: Not alone... I know you heard the gunshots.

Ifrit:  And as we all know,  this guy doesn’t use guns.

Terra: Ifrit? You’re here too? YOU GUYS ARE THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT?

Cerberus: Let me guess, you ran off to fight before you were told weren’t you.

The demons grow impatient and get over the initial shock of having 6 of their own fall in seconds.

Cerberus: Looks like there is no time to talk now! Get back to the shelter! And hurry!

Terra: But-

Cerberus: NOW!

Terra quickly picks herself up and retrieves her weapon.

Terra: All right. But you guys better return alive.

Ifrit: Don’t worry about us. We’ll be fine.

Terra runs toward the shelter and Cerberus Readies his sword again. The Demons try to go after Terra again, but Cerberus Cuts them off.

Cerberus: If you want to get to them, you will have to go through me first you Damn Demons.
…
So you guys are demons born of the Shadow fiends. Well then, these weapons will be more than enough to defeat all 9 of you. And the others that are not doing well hiding in the buildings.


Several more demons emerge from the shadows and in the buildings.

Ifrit: I’ll handle this group over here. You get those ones over there.

Cerberus: Got it.


Cerberus: Time to stop this slaughter before it gets even worse. I am sorry we couldn’t get here sooner my fellow knights. We promise your deaths will not be in vain...


*The battle begins between Cerberus and several waves of Demons. After about 5 waves of them, the screen fades.*

Cerberus gets knocked back but stays standing

Cerberus: Gah.... There’s too many! They just keep showing up!

Ifrit gets thrown into Cerberus, knocking both of them down.

Ifrit is seen with a sword through the stomach, still alive, but losing lots of blood.

As Cerberus stands up a Demon quickly rushes towards him. He doges right, and the demon catches his arm. Ripping it right off.

Cerberus: AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGH!

Cerberus Drops his sword from the sheer pain. And then kneels down.

The demons prepare to attack one last time, as light starts pouring in from the distance. Dawn was approaching. The Demons quickly stopped what they were doing and started screaming in agony. The shadow energy mixed with the demon powers was killing them. All but 2 of them died quickly. 2 of them, clearly stronger than the others, remained.

Cerberus managed to pick himself up.

Demon(3 Darkness): (Fiend language) We do not end here. We will retreat for now. But not with our powers. Not here. You seem to be the only target left alive, well you and your friend there. Unfortunately, we also destroyed the plant life in the area. Looks like our powers are yours to use. May your inner elements be unleashed. And know that we will be back to kill you eventually.

The demons send their energy towards Cerberus and Ifrit, the aura flowing to them quickly. The demons then revert to shadows, and run off. Cerberus readies to chase them but passes out from blood loss where his arm was.

*End Chapter 3: For real this time*

